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Objectives

• Determine how quickly and accurately existing geospatial products 
derived from Landsat and NAIP data can identify a) forest changes 
(i.e., harvests) and b) subsequent land-use trajectories (i.e. regrowth 
or conversion to non-forest land use)

• How many years after a harvest can we determine if it has been converted to 
another land use?

• Does a single product work best or a combination of products?
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Ground Data – Harvest Records
• Used 218 Full harvests, clearcuts and 

biomass removals, with GPS point 
locations from the Virginia Department 
of Forestry harvest database that were 
inspected in 2014.

• Photo-interpretation of the best 
available imagery (Google Earth, NAIP 
and VBMP) was used to place GPS 
points inside harvest areas and to 
discriminate between conversions and 
regrowths.

Conversion Type Count

Agriculture 50

Development 54

Mining 1

Other 4

The 109 conversions were predominately used for Development 
(i.e. residential or commercial) or Agriculture after being harvested.
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Data – NLCD Science Product

• 2019 National Land Cover Database (NLCD) Science Products 
• NLCD Land Cover with additional Forest Transition Classes: 2011, 2013, 2016 and 2019

• Forest transition classes include: 45 Shrub-Forest and 46 Herbaceous-Forest
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• Land Change Monitoring, Assessment, and Projection (LCMAP) CONUS 1.2 
Science Products Collection

• Primary Land Cover (LCPRI), each year from 2012 to 2020
• Land Cover Change

Data – LCMAP Science Products
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Data – LCMS 

• U.S. Forest Service’s Landscape Change Monitoring System (LCMS) version 
2020.5 products

• Land Cover, Year of Highest Probability of Fast Loss & Change Product (2011-2020)
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Data – Change Products
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LCMAP Change product combines the LC code for the year before and current year, but displays all change pixels as purple; so 12 would be developed changed to croplandTypical trajectory of a harvest pixel with LCMS Change is to go from Stable to Fast Loss to Gain



Data – NAIP-derived Canopy Height Model

10 m NAIP DSM –
DEM
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Methods - Buffered Harvest Points
• Used a variable 

buffer size to 
maximize the 
number of pixels 
used in the analyses.

• Majority within 
buffer used for 
thematic variables.

• More conversions 
were small or 
narrow in size and 
resulted in the use 
of a smaller buffer. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note the difficulty of interpreting whether the area is going to be regrown or converted until the 2018 image.



92.2 % of Harvests Detected Plus or Minus 2 Years 
using LCMS Year of Highest Probability of Fast Loss

The harvest inspection year (2014) 
was not always in exact alignment 
with the harvest start year, but 
harvests were definitely completed 
by then.

Some harvests took multiple years to 
complete.

The LCMS products show conditions 
as of July of the given year.

Some of the conversions expanded 
in size in later years.
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Note: the cover 
products on 

their own 
missed many 

harvests, even 6 
years after



Conversions classified as nonforest in 1-2 years
Regrowths take 6 years to be classified as forest again

Product
Forest 
Before 
Harvest

Regrowths 
Forest @ 5-6 

Yrs.

Conversions 
NF @ 5-6 Yrs.

# Years > 75% 
Regrowths

# Years > 75% 
Conversions Comments

NLCD LC 2011/2019 93.1% 3.2% 12.8% ? ? Mostly transitional 
forest classes in 2019

LCMAP LC 2012/2020 95.9% 66.1% 93.6% 6 1-2 31.2% Regrowths still 
Grass/Shrub in 2020

LCMS LC 2012/2020 99.1% 94.5% 80.7% 6 1
10.1% Conversions 

classified as Trees in 
2020
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1-2 depends on if you include grass/shrub as accurate class for conversion w/LCMAPLCMS at 5 years, 74.3% of regrowths1 for LCMS conversions if consider grass/forb/herbaceous accurate



NAIP CHM shows potential for discrimination 
of conversions and regrowth after 4 years

Con = 1 for Conversion
Con = 2 for Regrowth

Comparison of 5 
metrics for stand 

height to 
discriminate 

between 
conversions and 

regrowths. 
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We used CART Classification to discriminate 
between regrowth and conversion post harvest

The combination of 2018 LCMS change and 2018 
LCMAP LCPRI variables results in an accurate CART 
model for discriminating between conversions (1’s) 
and regrowths (2’s).

Developed & Cropland

Gain
Stable & Fast Loss
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Regrowths & Conversions Separated > 85% in 
2 years and > 90% after 4 years

10-fold cross 
validation accuracy 

of the test data 
using available 

variables in CART® 
Classifications. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note DSM Pct95 from 2018



Conclusions
• LCMS highest probability of fast loss captures harvests very well 

• 92% within 2 years
• Some of the other products took up to 6 years or more to detect >74% of harvests
• Need the fast loss to identify date of harvest regardless of product used for post-

harvest classification
• 86-90% accuracy can be achieved with LCMAP primary land cover alone 

within 2 or 3 years 
• discriminating between conversions and regrowths.

• 2018 LCMAP land cover and the 2018 LCMS change variables have higher 
accuracy, but take 4 years (92.2%)

• The CHM is not adding much benefit for this application
• 2018 NAIP CHM and 2018 LMCAP land cover give highest accuracy, but take 4 year 

(93.1%)
• Challenge: it is difficult to tell from airphoto interpretation what is 

regrowth vs conversion in less than 4 years
• so need longer time to develop reference dataset for model development
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Only issue is that it’s very difficult to PI regrowth and conversion in less than 4 years!
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